
Mittens with spiders 
Size ladies and men 
 
Yarn: Kampes 2-trådigt ullgarn = fingering 
wool from Kampes in two colours. 
 
Needles: 5 dpns 2 mm och 2,5 mm or 
3mm.  
 
The mitten for a man is knitted with 3 mm 
needles and the ladies is knitted with 2,5 
mm, both are knitted with 2 mm in the 
ribbed knitting at the start. 

 
 
Cast on 68 stitches with the black yarn and put them on 4 needles (17 sts on each 
needle) and knit 2, purl 2 with the 2 mm needles for 6 – 7 cm (2,5 inches). 
 
Change to needles 2,5 mm or 3 mm and follow the chart, do not forget the side stitch 
which is black. 
In the chart there is a marking for the thumb where to knit with another yarn. Knit with 
another yarn for 12 sts and then put the sts back on the left needle and continue the 
pattern. 
 
The decreases in the top of the mitten are done on each side of the side stitch. On the 
first needle knit two together and on the second needle slip, slip and knit together. 
Needle 3 and 4 is knitted as needle 1 and 2. When 8 sts are left on the needles, cut the 
yarn and pull it through the sts. 
 
The thumb: Remove the different yarn and put the stitches on your needles, make 2 
extra stitches on each side of the thumb, on the next row decrease so there is 12 sts on 
the outside and 13 sts on the inside of the thumb. Split the sts on 4 needles. On the 
outside the web pattern is knitted and on the inside of the thumb there is a spider. Follow 
the chart.  
There is no side stitch on the thumb. When decreasing knit 2 together in the beginning of 
needle 1 and 3 and slip, slip knit in the end of needle 2 and 4. 
 

 
 
The chart is a separate pdf. 
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